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Abstract

We introduce ProofNet, a benchmark for autoformalization and formal proving of
undergraduate-level mathematics. TheProofNet benchmarks consists of 297 theo-
rem statements expressed in both natural language and the Lean 3 theorem prover,
100 of which are also accompanied by natural language proofs. The problems
are primarily drawn from popular undergraduate pure mathematics textbooks, and
cover topics such as real and complex analysis, linear algebra, abstract algebra, and
topology. We intend for ProofNet to be a challenging benchmark that will drive
progress in autoformalization and automatic theorem proving. We report baseline
results on the autoformalization of statements using few-shot learning with large
language models.

1 Introduction

The creation of an automatic mathematician, that is, a system capable of autonomously posing con-
jectures and proving theorems, is a longstanding challenge in mathematics and artificial intelligence
[Gelernter, 1959]. In recent years, generative neural language modelling has emerged as a promising
approach to automating aspects of mathematics [Rabe and Szegedy, 2021].

One approach to applying language models to mathematics has been to treat mathematical reasoning
in natural language as a sequence learning task [Welleck et al., 2021, 2022, Lewkowycz et al., 2022].
A key advantage of mathematical reasoning in natural language is the abundance of natural language
mathematics data on the internet [Lewkowycz et al., 2022].

An alternative approach has been to use language models to guide formal proof-search in an interac-
tive theorem prover (ITP) [Polu and Sutskever, 2020, Polu et al., 2022, Jiang et al., 2022]. A salient
advantage of this method is that the ITP acts as a verifier for the language model’s reasoning, en-
abling the natural implementation of bootstrapping techniques such as expert iteration [Silver et al.,
2017, Polu et al., 2022].

Autoformalization seeks to build a bridge between informal and formal mathematical reasoning
[Wang et al., 2018, Szegedy, 2020, Wu et al., 2022a], with the potential to one day be able to lever-
age vast corpora of natural language mathematics data while still grounding a system’s reasoning
in formal logic. However, lack of large parallel corpora of informal and formal mathematics means
that autoformalization suffers from a lack of standard benchmarks to guide progress in the field.

To remedy this gap, we propose ProofNet,2 a benchmark consisting of parallel natural language
and formal mathematics that can be used to evaluate autoformalization and theorem proving. The
ProofNet benchmark consists of 297 parallel natural language and formal theorem statements, 100 of
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which are also accompanied by informal proofs, sourced from the exercises of popular undergraduate-
level pure mathematics textbooks. Formal statements are expressed in the Lean 3 theorem prover
[de Moura et al., 2015], and depend on Lean’s mathlib [mathlib Community, 2020].

Moreover, language-model-based theorem provers and autoformalization systems have typically
been evaluated on benchmarks consisting of competition and Olympiad-style problems [Zheng et al.,
2022,Wu et al., 2022a]. While such problems require complex reasoning, their solutions only depend
on a relatively small set of elementary facts about integers, real numbers, counting, and geometry. In
contrast, modern research mathematics requires the mastery of a massive body of theory made up of
thousands of definitions, lemmas, and theorems. The Lean 3 formalization of Perfectoid Spaces, an
important definition in research-level arithmetic geometry, depends on over 3000 distinct theorems
and definitions [Buzzard et al., 2020]. How to effectively reason over such a large repository of
knowledge is an important unsolved problem in applying language models to mathematics [Irving
et al., 2016, Wu et al., 2022b, Tworkowski et al., 2022] .

ProofNet falls short of requiring mastery of all of modern mathematics, but poses the still ambitious
goal of reasoning over the core of an undergraduate mathematics, including basic analysis, algebra,
and topology. We hope that this benchmark will spur the development of language models that are
able to reason effectively over large knowledge bases.

2 The ProofNet Benchmark

Dataset collection Problems in the ProofNet benchmark are drawn from exercises in popular un-
dergraduate mathematics textbooks. For a complete list of sources, see Appendix A.

Not all textbook exercises lend themselves naturally to formalization. In particular, we only consider
for inclusion in ProofNet problems meeting the following criteria:

• Self-containment. Problems should only depend on the results commonly taught in an un-
dergraduate curriculum. In particular, this rules out problems that are split into multiple
sequentially dependent parts, or those using nonstandard notations.

• Ease of formalization. Not all kinds of mathematical problems can be naturally formalized,
such as word problems, and such problems are excluded. We do not include exercises that
require computing an unknown quantity. We do not include problems that depend on parts of
Lean’s mathlib that are relatively less mature, such as Euclidean geometry or combinatorics.

• Low risk of train-test overlap. Because language models are often pre-trained on large cor-
pora mined from the internet that include mathlib, we refrain from including statements that
are in mathlib or are likely to be added to mathlib in the future. In practice, this means we
avoid the abstract “theory-building” style of theorems that constitute mathlib, and instead
choose problems that involve applying general results to specific cases. For more insight
into the stylistic differences between mathlib and ProofNet problems, see Appendix B.

Beyond the above criteria, problems were selected for broad coverage of the undergraduate curricu-
lum and to range in difficulty from straightforward applications of the definitions to those requiring
ingenuous creativity. Problems statements are transcribed into LATEX and formalized by human an-
notators proficient in Lean. Natural language (informal) proofs are adapted from online solutions
manuals, or in a few cases, written by the annotators.

Supported Tasks As ProofNet includes parallel natural language statements, natural language
proofs, and formal statements, the dataset supports the evaluation of the following distinct tasks:

• Formal theorem proving. Given a formal statement of a theorem, produce a formal proof.

• Informal theorem proving. Given an informal statement, produce an informal proof.

• Formalization and informalization of statements. Given an informal (formal) statement,
produce a corresponding formal (informal) statement.

• Formalization of proofs. Given an informal theorem statement, its informal proof, and its
formal statement, produce a formal proof.
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Table 1: Results of few-shot learning with LLMs on formalization and informalization of ProofNet
statements. In addition to reporting autoformalization accuracy, we also report typecheck rate, which
is the proportion of a model’s samples that are accepted by Lean’s type system. For the informaliza-
tion task, we also report compile rate, i.e what proportion of the model’s samples produce LATEX that
compiles. The most common reason why informal generations fail to compile is that they contain
Unicode characters frequently used in Lean’s mathlib but not accepted by the pdflatex compiler.

Formalization Informalization
Model Typecheck rate Accuracy Compile rate Accuracy
GPT-J 6B 2.3% 0% 87.0% 9.8%
Code-davinci-002 20.2% 10.8% 100% 61.0%

3 Experiments

3.1 Methodology

In this work, we evaluate the capabilities of pre-trained language models on autoformalizing and
informalizing theorem statements. Because of the technical challenges involved in building interac-
tive proving environments in Lean [Han et al., 2021, Polu et al., 2022], we leave the investigation of
autoformalizing proofs and formally proving ProofNet problems to future work.

Few-shot learning and large language models Few-shot learning is a simple and powerful
method for adapting language models to sequence-to-sequence tasks [Brown et al., 2020]. We use
few-shot learning with a manually constructed prompt as our baseline for autoformalizing and in-
formalizing theorem statements. We perform inference using the OpenAI API’s Code-davinci-002
endpoint [Chen et al., 2021] and the GPT-J 6B model [Gao et al., 2021]. More details about prompt-
ing are given in Appendix C.

Because there are often many idiomatic ways of formalizing a given natural language theorem, all
autoformalizations are evaluated for correctness by a human expert. Informalizations are also eval-
uated by a human.

3.2 Results and Discussion

In Table 1, we present our experimental results for few-shot formalization and informalization of
ProofNet theorem statements. Although conceptually simple and easy to implement, our Code-
davinci-002 few-shot learning baseline achieves nontrivial performance, correctly formalizing 10.8%
of theorems. GPT-J achieves near-trivial formalization performance, likely owing to its smaller pa-
rameter count.

Informalization accuracy is much higher than formalization accuracy for both models, supporting
the intuitive claim that informalization is an easier task than formalization. This result also suggests
that pre-trained language models have a strong grasp of the semantics of formal mathematics, and
primarily struggle with generating lexically correct and type correct Lean code.

We further observe that among Code-davinci-002’s generations that type-check, roughly half are
correct formalizations. This is consistent with our hypothesis that Code-davinci-002 has a strong
grasp of the semantics of mathematics, since the model performs well in the cases where it is able to
generate valid Lean code.

We ground our remaining analysis in two case studies: one that shows a successful formalization
produced byCode-davinci-002, and another that illustrates some of themodel’s most common failure
cases.

Case study 1 The following is a correct and idiomatic Lean mathlib formalization of exercise
10.7.4 in Michael Artin’s Algebra produced by Code-davinci-002:
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NL: Let R be a ring, withM an ideal of R. Suppose that every element of R which is not in
M is a unit of R. Prove thatM is a maximal ideal and that moreover it is the only maximal
ideal of R.
Code-davinci-002 output:
theorem exercise_10_7_10 {R : Type*} [ring R] (M : ideal R)
(hM : ∀ x : R, x /∈ M → is_unit x) :
is_maximal M ∧ ∀ (N : ideal R), is_maximal N → N = M

In this example, Code-davinci-002 demonstrates strong knowledge of mathlib and some reasoning
capability. For example, the model correctly identifies that ideals are expressed using a typeclass
ideal R, but maximal ideals are expressed using a predicate is_maximal. Moreover, the model
correctly recognizes that an instance of the ideal type can be implicitly coerced to a set R in or-
der to apply the set-theoretic notation /∈. Finally, the model correctly infers that the best way to
express “only maximal ideal” is the statement ∀ (N : ideal R), is_maximal N → N = M, which
demonstrates some logical reasoning ability.

Case study 2 The following is an incorrect formalization of exercise 16.6 from Sheldon Axler’s
Linear Algebra produced by Code-davinci-002.

NL: Suppose U is a subspace of V . Prove that U⊥ = {0} if and only if U = V

Code-davinci-002 output:
theorem exercise_16_6 {K : Type*} [field K]
{V : Type*} [add_comm_group V] [vector_space K V] {U : subspace V} :
U.orthogonal = {0} ↔ U = ⊤

Here, Code-davinci-002 makes three straightforward lexical mistakes: in mathlib, vector spaces are
denoted by module K V rather than vector_space K V, subspaces of a vector space by submodule
K V rather than subspace V, and the trivial subspace is denoted by ⊥ rather than {0}. However, the
model also makes a much more significant logical error. In order for the orthogonal complement
U⊥ of a subspace to make sense, the space must be endowed with a inner product space structure
rather than merely a vector space structure, which is expressed in Lean as inner_product_space
K V. Furthermore, inner product spaces are only defined over the real and complex fields, so one
must also declare [is_R_or_C K]. Reliably inferring these kinds of implicit hypotheses is a major
challenge for autoformalization systems. For the reference formalization of this exercise included in
ProofNet, see Appendix D.

4 Related Work

Language modelling for proofs Language models found success in theorem proving both in the
natural language setting [Lewkowycz et al., 2022, Welleck et al., 2021], and within many major ITPs
such asMetamath [Polu and Sutskever, 2020], Isabelle [Jiang et al., 2022], and Lean [Han et al., 2021,
Polu et al., 2022]. Popular benchmarks for evaluating language model-based provers are Hendrycks
et al. [2021] and Welleck et al. [2021] for natural language, and Zheng et al. [2022] for ITPs.

Interactive Theorem Proving Work in formal theorem proving and autoformalization depends on
libraries of formalized mathematics. This work directly depends on Lean’s mathlib, but indirectly
benefits form lessons learned from other proofs systems such as Coq [Bertot and Castéran, 2004],
Mizar [Grabowski et al., 2010], and Isabelle [Nipkow et al., 2002].

5 Conclusion

We introducedProofNet, a benchmarking consisting of parallel natural language theorem statements,
natural language proofs, and formal theorem statements in Lean 3. We have shown that pre-trained
large language models achieve non-trivial but far from consistent performance on the autoformaliza-
tion of ProofNet statements. In the future, we hope to expand the number of exercises with informal
proofs and increase the total number of exercises in the benchmark.
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A Problem Sources

The following is a complete list of sources ProofNet draws from:

• Analysis: Walter Rudin’s Principles of Mathematical Analysis, Charles C. Pugh’s Real
Mathematical Analysis, Elias M. Stein and Rami Shakarchi’s Complex Analysis.

• Linear Algebra: Sheldon Axler’s Linear Algebra Done Right.
• Abstract Algebra: David S. Dummit and Richard M. Foote’s Abstract Algebra, I.N. Her-
stein’s Abstract Algebra, and Michael Artin’s Algebra.

• Topology: James Munkres’ Topology.

B Stylistic differences between mathlib and ProofNet

Mathlib: ProofNet:

Formal undergraduate exercises:

With natural language:

Prove that a group of order 312 
has a normal Sylow p-subgroup 
for some prime p dividing its 
order.

Formal theorem statements:

A sample theorem statement from mathlib, show on the left, and a sample theorem statement from
ProofNet, shown on the right. Mathlib emphasizes including the most abstract and general formula-
tions of mathematical results, whereas ProofNet predominantly tests the ability of models to apply
those results in concrete instances.

C Few-shot prompting

For our prompting Code-davinci-002 for the autoformalization task, we use the following 12-shot
prompt.

Natural language version:
"Let $P$ be a $p$-subgroup of $G$. Then $P$ is contained in a Sylow $p$-subgroup of
$G$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem exists_le_sylow {p : ℕ} {G : Type*} [group G] {P : subgroup G} (hP :
is_p_group p P) : ∃ (Q : sylow p G), P ≤ Q :=

Natural language version:
"Let $E$ and $F$ be complex normed spaces and let $f:E\to F$. If $f$ is
differentiable and bounded, then $f$ is constant."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem exists_eq_const_of_bounded {E : Type u} [normed_group E] [normed_space ℂ E]
{F : Type v} [normed_group F] [normed_space ℂ F] {f : E → F} (hf : differentiable ℂ
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f) (hb : metric.bounded (set.range f)) : ∃ (c : F), f = function.const E c :=

Natural language version:
"Let $X$ be a topological space; let $A$ be a subset of $X$. Suppose that for each
$x\in A$ there is an open set $U$ containing $x$ such that $U\subset A$. Then $A$
is open in $X$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem subset_of_open_subset_is_open (X : Type*) [topological_space X] (A : set X)
(hA : ∀ x ∈ A, ∃ U : set X, is_open U ∧ x ∈ U ∧ U ⊆ A): is_open A :=

Natural language version:
"Two multiplicative functions $f, g:\mathbb{N}\to R$ are equal if and only if
$f(p^i)=f(g^i)$ for all primes $p$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem is_multiplicative.eq_iff_eq_on_prime_powers {R : Type*}
[comm_monoid_with_zero R] (f : nat.arithmetic_function R) (hf :
f.is_multiplicative) (g : nat.arithmetic_function R) (hg : g.is_multiplicative) : f
= g ↔ ∀ (p i : ℕ), nat.prime p → f (p ^ i) = g (p ^ i) :=

Natural language version:
"If $z_1, \\dots, z_n$ are complex, then $|z_1 + z_2 + \\dots + z_n|\\leq |z_1| +
|z_2| + \\dots + |z_n|$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem abs_sum_leq_sum_abs (n : ℕ) (f : ℕ → ℂ) : abs (∑ i in finset.range n, f i)
≤ ∑ i in finset.range n, abs (f i) :=

Natural language version:
"If x and y are in $\\mathbb{R}^n$, then $|x+y|^2 + |x-y|^2 = 2|x|^2 + 2|y|^2$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem sum_add_square_sub_square_eq_sum_square (n : ℕ) (x y : euclidean_space ℝ
(fin n)) : x + y ^2 + x - y ^2 = 2* x ^2 + 2* y ^2 :=

Natural language version:
"If $x$ is an element of infinite order in $G$, prove that the elements $x^n$,
$n\\in\\mathbb{Z}$ are all distinct."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem distinct_powers_of_infinite_order_element (G : Type*) [group G] (x : G)
(hx_inf : ∀ n : ℕ, x ^ n ≠ 1) : ∀ m n : ℤ, m ≠ n → x ^ m ≠ x ^ n :=

Natural language version "A set of vectors $\{v_i\}_{i\in I}$ orthogonal with
respect to some bilinear form $B: V\times V\to K$ is linearly independent if for
all $i \in I, B(v_i, v_i)\neq 0$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem linear_independent_of_is_Ortho {V K : Type*} [field K] [add_comm_group V]
[module K V] {n : Type*} {B : bilin_form K V} {v : n → V} (hv₁ : B.is_Ortho v) (hv₂
: ∀ (i : n), ¬B.is_ortho (v i) (v i)) : linear_independent K v :=

Natural language version:
"Suppose that $V$ is an $n$-dimensional vector space. Then for some set of vectors
$\{v_i\}_{i=1}^k$, if $k>n$ then there exist scalars $f_1, \dots, f_k$ such that
$\sum_{i=1}^k f_kv_k = 0$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem exists_nontrivial_relation_sum_zero_of_dim_succ_lt_card {K V : Type*}
[division_ring K] [add_comm_group V] [module K V] [finite_dimensional K V] {t :
finset V} (h : finite_dimensional.finrank K V + 1 < t.card) : ∃ (f : V → K), t.sum
(λ (e : V), f e • e) = 0 ∧ t.sum (λ (e : V), f e) = 0 ∧ ∃ (x : V) (H : x ∈ t), f x
≠ 0 :=

Natural language version:
"A group is commutative if the quotient by the center is cyclic."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem comm_group_of_cycle_center_quotient {G H : Type*} [group G] [group H]
[is_cyclic H] (f : G →* H) (hf : f.ker ≤ center G) : comm_group G :=

Natural language version:
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"If $H$ is a $p$-subgroup of $G$, then the index of $H$ inside its normalizer is
congruent modulo $p$ to the index of $H$."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem card_quotient_normalizer_modeq_card_quotient {G : Type*} [group G] [fintype
G] {p n : ℕ} [hp : fact (nat.prime p)] {H : subgroup G} (hH : card H = p ^ n) :
card (H.normalizer subgroup.comap H.normalizer.subtype H) ≡ card (G H) [MOD p]
:=

Natural language version:
"Suppose $X, Y, Z$ are metric spaces, and $Y$ is compact. Let $f$ map $X$ into
$Y$, let $g$ be a continuous one-to-one mapping of $Y$ into $Z$, and put
$h(x)=g(f(x))$ for $x \in X$. Prove that $f$ is uniformly continuous if $h$ is
uniformly continuous."
Translate the natural language version to a Lean mathlib version:
theorem uniform_continuous_of_continuous_injective_uniform_continuous_comp {X Y Z :
Type*} [metric_space X] [metric_space Y] [metric_space Z] (hY : compact_space Y) (f
: X → Y) (g : Y → Z) (hgc : continuous g) (hgi : function.injective g) (h :
uniform_continuous (g ∘ f)) : uniform_continuous f :=

Because GPT-J has a shorter context than Davinci-codex-002 (2048 tokens compared to 4096), we only use
the last six examples when prompting GPT-J. When prompting models for informalization, we use the same
examples as for formalization, but swapped around according to the following format:

Lean mathlib version:
theorem exists_le_sylow {p : ℕ} {G : Type*} [group G] {P : subgroup G}
(hP : is_p_group p P) :
∃ (Q : sylow p G), P ≤ Q :=

Translate the Lean mathlib version to a natural language version "Let $P$ be a
$p$-subgroup of $G$. Then $P$ is contained in a Sylow $p$-subgroup of $G$."

D Case study 2 reference

The following is ProofNet’s reference formal statement for case study 2

theorem exercise_16_6 {K : Type*} [is_R_or_C K] [inner_product_space K V]
(U : submodule K V) :
U.orthogonal = ⊥ ↔ U = ⊤
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